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Abstract. Trust and reputation are central to effective interactions
in open multi-agent systems in which agents, that are owned by a va-
riety of stakeholders, can enter and leave the system at any time. This
openness means existing trust and reputation models cannot readily
be used. To this end, we present FIRE, a trust and reputation model
that integrates a number of information sources to produce a com-
prehensive assessment of an agent’s likely performance. Specifically,
FIRE incorporates interaction trust, role-based trust, witness reputa-
tion, and certified reputation to provide a trust metric in virtually all
circumstances. FIRE is empirically benchmarked and is shown to
help agents effectively select appropriate interaction partners.

1 INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of networked computer systems (such as the Grid, the
Semantic Web, and peer-to-peer systems) can be viewed as multi-
agent systems (MAS) in which the individual components act in an
autonomous and flexible manner in order to achieve their objectives
[7]. An important class of these systems are those that areopen; here
defined as systems in which agents can freely join and leave at any
time and where the agents are owned by various stakeholders with
different aims and objectives. From these two features, it can be as-
sured that in open MAS: (1) the agents are likely to be unreliable and
self interested; (2) no agent can know everything about its environ-
ment; and (3) no central authority can control all the agents.

Despite these many uncertainties, a key component of such sys-
tems is the interactions that necessarily have to take place between
the agents. Moreover, as the individuals only have incomplete knowl-
edge about their environment and their peers,trust plays a central
role in facilitating these interactions [8]. Specifically, trust is here de-
fined as a measurable level of the subjective probability with which
an agenta assesses that another agentb will perform a particular ac-
tion, both beforea can monitor such action and in a context in which
it affects its own action (adapted from [4]). Generally speaking, trust
can arise from two views: the individual and the society level. The
former consists of agenta’s direct experiences from interactions with
agentb and the various relationships that may exist between them
(e.g. owned by the same organisation, relationships derived from re-
lationships between the agents’ owners in the real life such as friend-
ship or relatives). The latter consists of observations by the society of
agentb’s past behaviour (here termed itsreputation). These indirect
observations are aggregated to define agentb’s past behaviour based
on the experiences of all the participants in the system.

Given its importance, a number of computational models of trust
and reputation have been developed (see Section 4), but none of them
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are well suited to open MAS. Specifically, given the above charac-
teristics, in order to work efficiently in an open MAS, a trust model
needs to possess the following properties:
1. It should take into account a variety of sources of trust information

in order to have a more precise trust measure (by cross correlating
several perspectives) and to cope with the situation that some of
the sources may not be available.

2. Each agent should be able to evaluate trust for itself. Given the ‘no
central authority’ nature of an open MAS, agents will typically
be unwilling to rely solely on a single centralised trust/reputation
service.

3. It should be robust against possible lying from agents (since the
agents are self-interested).

To deal with these requirements, we developed a new trust and
reputation model called FIRE2. In so doing, we advance the state
of the art in the following ways. We developed a modular model
that integrates four different types of trust and reputation:interac-
tion trust (resulting from past experiences from direct interactions),
role-based trust(defined by various role-based relationships between
the agents),witness reputation(reports of witnesses about an agent’s
behaviour), andcertified reputation(references provided by other
agents about its behaviour). This breadth is important in our do-
main because it enables an agent to combine a variety of alterna-
tive sources of information (to cope with the inherent uncertainties)
and because in various circumstances not all of these sources will
be readily available (but a measure of trust is nevertheless needed to
interact).

Of particular relevance is the introduction of a novel type of rep-
utation — certified reputation. The other more traditional ways of
building a trust measure (i.e. interaction and role-based trust and wit-
ness reputation) have certain limitations. For example, if agenta has
not interacted withb before, it has no information to calculate its in-
teraction trust. In the case of witness reputation,a may not be able to
find relevant witness ratings aboutb, or the search process may take
too long to finish. Finally, there may be no role-base relationships
with b. If all these things happen at the same time (e.g. agenta has
just joined the environment), agenta will not be able to assess agent
b’s trustworthiness. In such situations, if agentb can present certified
information about its past performance toa (in the form of references
from other agents who have interacted with it), agenta will then be
able to make some assessment of its trustworthiness.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we will present the FIRE model and its components. The model
will then be empirically evaluated in Section 3. Section 4 presents

2 FIRE is from ‘fides’ (Latin for ‘trust’) and ‘reputation’. In the Ramayana
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the raging fire flames.



related work in the area. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and
outlines the future work.

2 THE FIRE MODEL

FIRE is an integrated trust and reputation model consisting of four
main components: interaction trust, role-based trust, witness reputa-
tion, and certified reputation. Each of these components will be pre-
sented in turn and Section 2.5 will then show how these components
are combined together.

2.1 Interaction trust

Interaction trust(IT) models the trust that ensues from the direct in-
teractions between two agents. Here we simply exploit the direct trust
component of Regret [9] since this meets all our requirements for
dealing with direct experiences. In more detail, consider a commer-
cial transaction where agenta buys a particular product from agent
b. The outcome of the transaction may consist of the product price,
product quality, and the delivery date. From this outcome, agenta
may give ratings about agentb’s service in terms of price, quality,
and delivery for that particular interaction. Ratings are thus tuples in
the following form:r = (a, b, i, c, v), wherea andb are the agents
that participated in the interactioni, andv is the ratinga gaveb for
the termc (e.g. price, quality, delivery). The range ofv is [−1, +1],
where−1 means absolutely negative,+1 means absolutely positive,
and0 means neutral or uncertain.

In order to calculate IT from past experiences, an agent needs to
record its past ratings in a (local)rating database. When calculating
the IT value for agentb with respect to termc, agenta has to query
its database for all the ratings that have the form(a, b, , c, ), where
the ‘ ’ symbol can be replaced by any value. We call the set of those
ratingsR(a, b, c). Then the IT (denoted byTI ) is calculated as the
weighted mean of the rating values of all the ratings in the set:

TI(a, b, c) =
∑

ri∈R(a,b,c)

ω(ri) · vi, (1)

wherevi is the value of the ratingri andω(ri) is the weight cor-
responding tori. The weightω(ri) for each rating is selected such
that it gives more weight to more recent ratings, with a constraint
that

∑
ri∈R(a,b,c)

ω(ri) = 1. This is to ensure that the trust value
TI(a, b, c) is in the range[−1, +1].

In FIRE, each trust value comes with a reliability rating that re-
flects the confidence of the trust model in producing that trust value
given the data it took into account. This value is built from the two
following measures:
• ρN (a, b, c): the reliability measure based on the number of ratings

that have been taken into account in computingTI . As the number
of these ratings (n) grows, the degree of reliability increases until
it reaches a defined threshold (denoted bym).

ρN (a, b, c) =

{
n
m

whenn ≤ m
1 whenn > m

, (2)

wheren is the cardinality of the setR(a, b, c). The value of func-
tion n

m
ranges from0 to 1 for n in [0, m]. Hence, the reliability

ρN (a, b, c) increases from0 to 1 when the number of ratingsn
increases from0 to m, and stays at1 whenn exceedsm.

• ρD(a, b, c): the rating deviation reliability. The greater the vari-
ability in the rating values, the more volatile the other agent will
be in fulfilling its agreements:

ρD(a, b, c) = 1−
∑

ri∈R(a,b,c)

ω(ri) · |vi − TI(a, b, c)|
2

, (3)

Then, the reliability measure of IT (calledρTI (a, b, c)) is defined by
the following formula:

ρTI (a, b, c) = ρN (a, b, c) · ρD(a, b, c) (4)

2.2 Role-based trust

Role-based trust(RT) models the trust resulting from the role-based
relationships between two agents (e.g. owned by the same organi-
sation, relationships derived from relationships between the agents’
owners in the real life such as friendship or relatives). Since there
is no general method for computationally quantifying trust based on
this type of relationship, we use rules to assign RT values. This means
end users can add new rules to customise this component to suit
their particular applications. Rules are tuples of the following form:
rul = (rolea, roleb, c, vD, eD), which describes a rule that ifrolea

androleb are the roles of agenta andb respectively, then the expected
performance ofb in an interaction witha is vD (vD ∈ [−1, 1]) with
respect to the termc; eD ∈ [0, 1] is the default level of influence of
this rule on the resulting RT value. For example, possible rules may
be:

rul1 = (buyer, seller, quality,−0.2, 0.3),
rul2 = (friend-buyer, friend-seller, quality, 0, 0.6), and
rul3 = ( , government-seller, quality, 0, 0.9).

rul1 expresses an agent’s belief that an ordinary seller will usually
sell a product of slightly lower quality than agreed, but the reliability
of this belief is low (0.3); rul2 is the belief that in a close partnership
the buying agent can expect the seller to do what is agreed in terms of
product quality; and this is also true for a governmental seller almost
all of the time (rul3).

Each agent has its own set of rules which are stored in a (local)
rule database. In order to determine the RT with an agentb, agenta
looks up the relevant rules from its rule database. Then the value of
RT is given by the following formula:

TR(a, b, c) =

∑
ruli∈Rules(a,b,c)

eDi · vDi∑
ruli∈Rules(a,b,c)

eDi

, (5)

whererul i = (rolea, roleb, c, vDi, eDi) is a rule in the set of rules
Rules(a, b, c). This set is a subset of the rule database in which only
the rules that are relevant to the roles ofa, the roles ofb, and the term
c are selected.

Since the rules for RT are specified by the agent’s owner, the re-
liability of RT also needs to be set by the agent’s owner. We use
ρTR(a, b, c), which ranges in[0, 1], to denote this value.

2.3 Witness reputation

The witness reputation(WR) of a target agentb is built on obser-
vations about its behaviour by other agents (witnesses). In order to
evaluate the WR ofb, an agenta needs to find the witnesses that have
interacted withb. In this component, we use a variant of the referral
system in [11] to find such witnesses. In our system, agents cooper-
ate by giving, pursuing, and evaluating referrals (a recommendation
to contact another agent). Each agent in the system maintains a list of
acquaintances (other agents that it knows). Thus, when looking for a
certain piece of information, an agent can send the query to a number
of its acquaintances who will try to answer the query if possible or,
if they cannot, they will send back referrals pointing to other agents
that they believe are likely to have the desired information.

In this model, each agent has a measure of the degree of likeliness
with which an agent can fulfil an information query. This measure
needs to be defined in an application specific manner. For example,



in our testbed (described in Section 3.1), an agent is assumed to know
local agents (those who are near to it) better and so we use the dis-
tance between an acquaintance and the target agent as the knowledge
measure. Thus the nearer to the target agent, the more likely the ac-
quaintance is to know it. When an agenta assesses the WR of an
agentb with respect to a termc, denoted byTW (a, b, c), it sends out
a query for ratings of the form( , b, , c, ) to those acquaintances
that are likely to have relevant ratings on agentb and termc. These
acquaintances, upon receiving the query, try to match it to their own
rating databases. If they find matching ratings, it means they have
had interactions withb, and they will return the ratings found toa. If
they cannot find the requested information, they will return referrals
identifying their acquaintances that they believe are most likely to
have the relevant ratings to the query so thata can look further. This
process continues untila finds sufficient witnesses or the lengths of
its referral chains reach a defined threshold (because the further the
witness is froma, the less reliable/relevant its information is to it).
The general formula for WR is as follows:

TW (a, b, c) =
∑

ri∈RW (a,b,c)

ω(ri) · vi (6)

whereRW (a, b, c) is the set of witness ratings found by agenta, the
weightω(ri) for each rating is defined as per Section 2.1, andvi is
the rating value ofri. The reliability measure for WR (denoted by
ρTW (a, b, c)) is also defined from the ratings inRW (a, b, c) as per
Section 2.1.

2.4 Certified reputation

Certified reputation (CR) are ratings presented by the rated agent
(agentb) about itself which have been obtained from its partners in
past interactions [6]. These ratings are certifications (provided by the
rating agents) of agentb’s past performance (somewhat like a ref-
erence when applying for a job). They allow an agent to prove its
achievable performance as viewed by previous interaction partners3.
Since agentb can choose which ratings it puts forward, a rational
agent will only present its best ratings. Therefore, we should assume
that CR information possibly overestimates an agent’s expected be-
haviour. Thus, although it cannot guarantee agentb’s performance in
future interactions, the CR information does reveal a partial perspec-
tive on agentb’s past behaviour. The main benefit of this type of in-
formation is its high availability. With the cooperation of its partners,
agentb can have CR information from just a small number of inter-
actions. Therefore, CR is available to agents in most circumstances;
even in situations where the other components may fail to provide a
trust measure. In more detail, the process of CR is as follows:

• After every transaction,b asks its partners to provide their ratings
about its performance which it stores in its databases.

• Whena contactsb to express its interest in usingb’s service it asks
b to provide references about its past performance.

• Agenta receives the ratings ofb from b. It assesses the ratings’ re-
liability and calculates a trust value forb. Specifically, the value of
CR,TC(a, b, c), and its reliability,ρTC (a, b, c), are calculated as
per the WR component, but the input is the set of ratings provided
by the target agentb itself.

2.5 Combining the components

We combine the aforementioned trust/reputation values into a sin-
gle composite measure to give an overall picture of an agent’s likely

3 It is assumed that some form of security mechanism (such as a public-key
infrastructure) is employed to ensure that the provided references cannot be
tampered with.

performance. Specifically, we use the weighted mean method to
calculate the composite trust value (T (a, b, c)) and its reliability
(ρT (a, b, c)):

T (a, b, c) =

∑
k∈{I,R,W,C} wk · Tk(a, b, c)∑

k∈{I,R,W,C} wk
(7)

ρT (a, b, c) =

∑
k∈{I,R,W,C} wk∑
k∈{I,R,W,C}Wk

(8)

wherewk = Wk · ρTk (a, b, c), andWI , WR, WW , WC are the
coefficients corresponding to the IT, RT, WR, and CR components.
These coefficients are set by end users to reflect the importance of
each component in a particular application.

3 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

3.1 The testbed

The testbed environment for evaluating FIRE is a multi-agent system
consisting of agents providing services (calledproviders) and agents
using those services (calledconsumers). Without loss of generality,
it is assumed that there is only one type of service in the testbed.
Hence, all the provider agents offer the same service. However, their
performance (i.e. the quality of the service) may be different. The
agents are situated randomly on a spherical world (see Figure 1) and
are stationary through their life cycles. Each agent has aradius of
operation(ro – depicted by a dotted circle around an agent in Figure
1) that models the agent’s capability in interacting with others (e.g.
the available bandwidth or the agent’s infrastructure) and any agents
situated in that range are the agent’s neighbours.

P C1

C3

C2

r
o

Figure 1. The spherical world and a path from consumerC1 (throughC2

andC3) to providerP based on neighbourhood.

Simulations are run in the testbed in rounds (of agent interactions).
In each round, if a consumer agent needs to use the service it can
contact the environment to locate nearby provider agents (in terms
of the distance between the agents on the spherical world). The con-
sumer agent will then select one provider from the list to use its ser-
vice. The selection process relies on the agent’s trust model to decide
which provider has the most reliable service. Consumer agents with-
out a trust model randomly select a provider from the list. The con-
sumer agent then uses the service of the selected provider and gains
some utility from the interaction (calledUG). The value ofUG is in
[−10, 10] and depends on the level of performance of the provider in
that interaction. A provider agent can serve many users at a time.

After an interaction, the consumer agent will rate the service of the
provider based on the level of performance it received. It records the
rating for subsequent trust evaluations and also informs the provider
about the rating it made. The provider may record the rating as evi-



dence about its performance to be presented to potential consumers4.
In order to simulate the openness of the environment, after each
round of simulation, a (random) number of consumers leave the
testbed, and a (random) number of new consumers are added.

In our testbed the only difference in each situation is the perfor-
mance of the provider agents. We consider four types of provider
agents: good, ordinary, bad, and intermittent. Each of them, except
the last, has a mean level of performance (µP). Its actual perfor-
mance follows the normal distribution around this mean. The values
of µP and the associated standard deviation (σP) of these types of
providers are given in Table 1. Intermittent providers, on the other
hand, yield unpredictable (random) performance levels in the range
[PL BAD, PL GOOD]. In addition, the service quality of a provider
is also degraded linearly in proportion to the distance between the
provider and the consumer to reflect the greater uncertainties associ-
ated with service delivery.

Profile Range ofµP σP

Good [PL GOOD, PL PERFECT] 1.0
Ordinary [PL OK, PL GOOD] 2.0
Bad [PL WORST, PL OK] 2.0

Performance level Utility gained
PL PERFECT 10
PL GOOD 5
PL OK 0
PL BAD −5
PL WORST −10

Table 1. Profiles of provider agents.

3.2 Experimental methodology

In each experiment, the testbed is populated with provider and con-
sumer agents. Each consumer agent is equipped with a particular
trust model, which helps it select a provider when it needs to use
a service. Since the only difference among consumer agents is the
trust models that they use, the utility gained by each agent through
simulations will reflect the performance of its trust model in select-
ing reliable providers for interactions. Therefore, the testbed records
theUG of each interaction along with the trust model used. In order
to obtain an accurate result for performance comparisons between
trust models, each one will be employed by a large number of con-
sumer agents (NC). In addition, theUG means of agents employing
the same trust models (called consumer groups) are compared with
each other’s using the two-samplet-test [2] (for means comparison)
with the confidence level of95%. The result of an experiment is then
presented in a graph with two y-axes; the first plots theUG means
of consumer groups in each interaction and the second plots the cor-
responding performance rankings obtained from thet-test (prefixed
by R., where the group of rank2 outperforms that of rank1). The
experimental variables for the experiments are presented in Table 2
and their values will be used in all cases unless otherwise specified.

Simulation variable Symbol Value
Number of simulation rounds N 500
Total number of provider agents: NP 100
+ Good providers NPG 10
+ Ordinary providers NPO 55
+ Intermittent providers NPI 25
+ Bad providers NPB 10
Number of consumer agents in each group NC 500
Maximum number of new consumer agents
joining each round

NCJ 10

Maximum number of old consumer agents
leaving each round

NCL 10

Table 2. Experimental variables.

4 It is assumed that all agents are honest in exchanging information in this
testbed. The problem of strategic behaviour in reporting this information
will be considered in future work.

3.3 Overall performance of FIRE

In order to evaluate the overall performance of FIRE, we compare it
with the SPORAS model5 (whose operation is described in Section
4) and a group of agents with no trust model. Hence, there are three
groups of consumer agents:FIRE, SPORAS, andNoTrust. As can
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Figure 2. Comparing FIRE with SPORAS and the no-trust case.

be seen from Figure 2, theNoTrust group, selecting providers ran-
domly without any trust evaluation, performs consistently the low-
est.FIRE, however, manages to gain about 40% more utility than
SPORAS, the second rank, throughout the interactions. This gain
is accounted for by the fact that FIRE separates direct experiences
from others’ experiences (i.e. ratings) in trust evaluation, while SPO-
RAS treats all types of ratings equally. Therefore, SPORAS suffers
from noise in ratings (resulting from different degrees of degradation
of service quality due to different provider-consumer distances). In
contrast, FIRE reduces rating noise by giving more weights to di-
rect experiences6, which are more relevant to an individual agent’s
situation.

3.4 Performance of FIRE’s components

We argued that each component of FIRE plays an important role in
exploiting trust information from a particular source and this, in turn,
contributes to the effectiveness of the overall model. In order to con-
firm this, we benchmark FIRE with and without various components
to evaluate the contribution of that component to the whole model.
However, since the IT component is reused from Regret, we will only
focus on evaluating the novel components (i.e. the WR and CR com-
ponents). Role-based trust is not considered because it is typically
highly domain specific.

First, we benchmark the WR component. In this experiment, there
are two groups of consumer agents. The first one uses only the IT
component (called the control group). The second makes use of the
WR component in addition to the IT component (called theWR
group). The result of the experiment, presented in Figure 3, shows
that the WR component substantially improves the performance of
consumer agents in the first 40 interactions. Thet-test ranking also
confirms this by showing that agents using the WR component out-
perform agents using only the IT component in a similar period. In
later interactions, both groups perform equally. This can be explained
by the fact that witness ratings collected by agents employing the WR
component actually help produce better trust values. After 50 interac-
tions, agents evaluating only IT catch up with the other group as they
have learned about the environment from past (bad) experiences.

5 SPORAS is a successful centralised trust model which is often used for
benchmarking. Therefore, we choose it so that FIRE can be compared rela-
tively with current trust models, as well as to compare our model with those
that follow the centralised approach.

6 In all our experiments, we setWI , WR, WW , WC to 2.0, 4.0, 1.0, and
0.5 respectively to reflect the fact that direct experiences are more reliable
than those from witnesses, and CR information from the target agent itself
is the least reliable.
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Figure 3. Performance of the WR component.

In the next experiment we evaluate the CR component (using a
similar setting). Here there are two groups of consumer agents. The
control group employs the IT and WR components, and the other em-
ploys the CR component in addition (called theCR group). Figure 4
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Figure 4. Performance of the CR component.

shows that, by employing the CR component, theCR group outper-
forms the control group by1.5 utility units on the very first interac-
tion. TheCR group then manages to maintain its lead for the first
44 interactions before the control group catches up (as confirmed by
the t-test). This improvement shows that CR information from the
providers helps FIRE to produce a more precise trust measure in the
first few interactions, whereas the IT and WR components perform
inefficiently due to the scarcity of trust information. In later inter-
actions, theCR group performs in a comparable way to the control
group. However, there are a small number of times it falls behind,
though the gap is small. This can be explained by the fact that, in the
CR component, the providers always give the consumers their best
ratings and these do not always reflect their actual performance. This
suggests the importance of the CR component should be dynamically
adjusted at different stages of an agent’s life cycle.

4 RELATED WORK

Probably the most widely used reputation models are those on eBay
[3] and Amazon Auctions [1]. Both of these are implemented as a
centralised rating system so that their users can rate and learn about
each other’s reputation. For example, an eBay user, after an inter-
action, can rate its partner on a scale of−1, 0, or +1. The ratings
are stored centrally and the reputation value is computed as the sum
of those ratings over six months. Thus, reputation in these models
is a global single value. However, these models are too simple (in
terms of their trust rating values and the way they are aggregated) for
applications in open MAS.

SPORAS [12] extends these models by introducing a new method
for rating aggregation. Specifically, it does not store all the ratings,
but rather updates the global reputation value of an agent according
to its most recent rating. In addition, it introduces a reliability mea-
sure based on the standard deviations of the rating values. However,
treating all ratings equally means SPORAS suffers from rating noise
(as shown in Section 3) and its centralised approach is not suitable

for our target domain.
Regret decentralises the trust evaluation process and each agent

stores its ratings in its local database (see Section 2.1). This enables
the model to introduce a more realistic trust measure from ratings of
richer semantics and to give more weight to recent ratings. Regret
also presents a witness reputation component along with a sophisti-
cated method for aggregating witness reports. However, it does not
show how witnesses can be located, and, thus, this component is not
of much use. We overcome this in FIRE by employing a referral pro-
cess in which agents help each other to find witnesses based on their
expertise (see Section 2.3).

The certified reputation component in FIRE has similarities to
trust policy management engines such as PolicyMaker [5] and Trust-
Serv [10]. These engines grant rights to an agent based on its cer-
tificates according to defined policies (i.e. rules). In contrast, our
CR component computationally evaluates information provided by
an agent to deduce its trustworthiness for selecting interaction part-
ners.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a novel decentralised model for trust eval-
uation in open MAS in which each agent is responsible for storing
trust information and evaluating trust itself. Through empirical evalu-
ation, we showed how FIRE helps agents to select more reliable part-
ners for interaction and thus obtain better utility. The main benefit of
FIRE is that it can produce a trust measure and an associated relia-
bility measure in most situations. Moreover, with its generic design,
FIRE can be easily adapted to various domains because of its mod-
ularised design and parameterised configuration. In short, it satisfies
the first two requirements for a trust model in open MAS as specified
in Section 1. However, at present, it assumes the agents report their
trust information truthfully. As noted in the requirements, this is not
suitable for our target domain and, for this reason, we plan to devise
reliability measures for witness ratings and certified ratings that take
into account the possibility of lying. This will make the model more
robust and ready to be used in real open MAS applications.
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